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Abstract

Introduction:We studied life satisfaction across Alzheimer’s disease (AD) stages and

studied mobility and meaningful activities as mediators of the associations between

these AD stages and life satisfaction.

Methods: In this cross-sectional study, we included n = 269 amyloid-positive patients

with subjective cognitive decline (SCD), mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and AD

dementia from the AmsterdamDementia Cohort. Life satisfaction was measured with

the satisfaction with life scale. The mediating role of transportation, work, sports, and

hobbies on life satisfaction was examined in single andmultiple mediator models.

Results: Patients with dementia are less satisfied with life compared to SCD andMCI.

These differences in life satisfaction are explained by reduced participation in mean-

ingful activities, which in turn, was largely attributable to decreased transportation

use.

Discussion: Our findings suggest that improving access to transportation, therewith

allowing participation inmeaningful activities help tomaintain life satisfaction andmay

be an important target for intervention.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disor-

der, that ultimately leads to dementia. The disease slowly unfolds,

and pre-dementia stages includeMild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and

preclinical AD, which sometimes manifests as Subjective Cognitive

Decline (SCD).1 Most studies on disease progression focus on cogni-

tive deterioration or progression to dementia.2,3 While these studies

help to provide an understanding of diseasemechanisms, theymay not

necessarily inform on outcomes that matter most to patients.4

In an earlier study, we asked patients and their caregivers which

outcomes mattered most to them. In particular, participants were

asked to answer the questions “What do you want to know about the

course of the symptoms?” and “If there was a treatment for AD, on

which specific aspect should this have an effect?”. Patients and their

caregivers indicated that transportation use (i.e., the ability to use a

bike, car or public transportation) and ability to work and to engage

hobbies are important outcomes, in both dementia and pre-dementia

stages.5 Previous studies showed that patients with dementia andMCI

reported problems with continuing their hobbies as one of the most

important symptoms related to disruptions in everyday life.6 Phys-

ical activity and leisure activities (including volunteering and social

activities) are associated with increased life satisfaction in cognitively

healthy adults.7–10

TheGlobalActionPlan from theWorldHealthOrganization calls for

action to improve the lives of dementia patients and their caregivers.11

Life satisfaction indicates how a person assesses his/her quality of life

as a whole.12 A former study showed that dementia and cognitive

impairment are associated with a decreased life satisfaction.13 How-

ever, no studies investigated differences in life satisfaction across the

AD stages of (amyloid-positive) SCD, MCI, and dementia. Therefore,

we aimed to investigate (1) how life satisfaction changes across the

AD stages of amyloid-positive SCD,MCI, and dementia patients and (2)

whether transportation, sports, hobbies, and (voluntary) workmediate

the associations between the AD stages and life satisfaction.

2 METHODS

2.1 Amyloid-positive participants across the AD
stages of SCD, MCI, and dementia

In this cross-sectional study, we included n = 269 amyloid-positive

patients from the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort.14 All patients visited

thememory clinic between 2009 and 2020. Based on information from

their last available visit, we included n = 54 patients with SCD, n =

52 patients with MCI and n = 163 with dementia. Inclusion criteria

were (1) a diagnosis of AD dementia, MCI, or SCD; (2) amyloid-positive

PET and/or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers; and (3) availability of

data on life satisfaction, transportation, sports, hobbies and (voluntary)

work. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Review Commit-

tee of the VU University Medical Center. All patients provided written

informed consent for the use of their medical data for research pro-

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: We reviewed the literature using tra-

ditional sources (e.g., PubMed). Extending on previous

studies on life satisfaction in Alzheimer’s disease (AD),

we included patients across the biomarker-confirmed AD

stages of SCD, MCI, and dementia and we studied impor-

tant factors that mediate the associations between AD

stage and life satisfaction.

2. Interpretation: Patients with dementia are less satis-

fied with life compared to patients with SCD and MCI.

These differences in life satisfaction are explained by

reduced participation in meaningful activities (i.e., hob-

bies, sports and [voluntary] work), which in turn, was

largely attributable to a decrease in transportation use.

3. Future directions: Interventions should aim to stimulate

transportation and participation in meaningful activities,

since this may have a positive effect on life satisfaction in

people with AD.

pose. We reported this study in accordance with the A Guideline for

ReportingMediationAnalyses (AGReMA) statement. The checklist can

be found in Appendix A.

All patients received a standardized dementia diagnostic work-

up, which consisted of medical history, neurological, physical and

neuropsychological evaluation, MRI, laboratory tests and lumbar

puncture.14,15 In addition, all patients were invited for an annual

follow-up visit at our outpatient clinic to evaluate the AD stage based

on clinical assessment and neuropsychological evaluation.14,15 We cat-

egorized the patients by the last evaluatedAD stage before completing

the life satisfaction questionnaire. Clinical diagnosiswas determined in

amulti-disciplinarymeeting. Patients were diagnosedwith AD demen-

tia or MCI according to the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s

Association (NIA-AA) criteria.16,17 Patients were labeled SCD when

they presented with cognitive complaints, had normal clinical and cog-

nitive test results and did not meet the criteria for MCI, dementia or

other neurologic or psychiatric conditions.18 We treated theAD stages

SCD,MCI, and dementia as determinant in our analyses.

Participants were categorized as amyloid-positive, based on a posi-

tive amyloid-PET scan (n = 59) or abnormal CSF amyloid-ß1-42 (Aβ42)
values (n = 210). If both amyloid-PET and CSF values were available,

we used the result of the amyloid-PET scan (n= 59). CSF was obtained

by lumbar puncture, collected in polypropylene tubes (Sarstedt Nurn-

berg, Germany), and processed according to international guidelines.19

Before 2018, amyloid beta (Aβ42), total tau (t-tau) and phosphorylated
threonine 181 (p-tau) were measured using sandwich enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assays (ELISAs; Innotest, Fujirebio, Gent, Belgium).20

Amyloid-beta values were drift-corrected.21 After 2018, CSFwas ana-

lyzed using Elecsys (Roche, Rotkreuz, Swiss). CSF concentrations were

considered amyloid-positive if CSF Aβ42 drift-corrected ELISA <813
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or CSF Aβ42 Elecsys <1000 pg/ml. Amyloid-PET scans made using

3-Tesla Ingenuity TF PET/MRI, Ingenuity TF PET/CT and Gemini TF

PET/CT scanners (Philips healthcare, the Netherlands) were visually

rated by an experienced nuclear medicine physician. The amyloid-PET

procedure using 18F-florbetaben, 18F-Florbetapir, 18F-flutemetamol

or 11C-Pittsburgh compound B (PiB) have been described in detail

elsewhere.22,23

2.2 Life satisfaction and mediator variables

In 2020, we started onlineADC; an online data collection of ques-

tionnaires related to Patient Relevant Outcomes (PROs), including

questions about life satisfaction, hobbies, sports, (voluntary) work,

and mobility.24 We invited patients who had ever visited the mem-

ory clinic and their caregivers by email to complete the questionnaires

in our online platform. In total, we invited n = 356 patients diag-

nosed with amyloid-positive SCD, MCI, and dementia during the first

visit at the memory clinic. Of these invited patients, n = 279 patients

completed the questionnaires (n = 10 patients were excluded due to

diagnosis other than SCD, MCI, or dementia diagnosed at the follow-

up visits) and n = 87 patients did not complete the questionnaire

and therefore had no data on life satisfaction of the mediators. The

mean (SD) time between the last available AD stage diagnosis at

the memory clinic and completing the onlineADC questionnaires was

2.4 (2.3) years.

Life satisfaction was measured using the satisfaction with life scale

(SWLS).24 TheSWLS included five items, each ratedona7-point Likert-

scale, scored from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). The total

score ranges from5 (extremely dissatisfied) to 35 (extremely satisfied).

We treated life satisfaction as the outcome in our analyses.

Transportation was measured using three questions from the

comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA): ‘Do you cycle?’, ‘Do you

drive a car?’ and ‘Are you able to use public transport completely

independently?’.25 The questions regarding cycling and driving had

three possible responses: I never cycled/driven a car, I still cycle/drive

and I stopped cycling/driving. The public transport question had two

possible responses: yes and no. Based on the responses on these three

questions we created a new dichotomous variable that indicated (1)

whether patients were able to use at least one of the aforementioned

forms of transportation or never have cycled/driven a car and (2)

whether patients stopped using at least one of the aforementioned

forms of transportation. Hobbies were measured with two questions:

‘What is or was your hobby?’ and ‘Have you stopped doing this hobby?’.

Playing sports was measured with two questions: ‘Do or did you do

sports?’ and ‘Have you stopped playing sports?’. Patients could also

fill in that he/she had no hobby and did not participate in sports (this

was one item).We created two (hobbies and sports) dichotomous vari-

ables that indicated (1)whether patientswere able to do a hobby/sport

or never had a hobby/sport and (2) whether patients stopped doing a

hobby/sports.

Continuing sports was defined as playing sports at the time of com-

pleting the questionnaire. (Voluntary) work was measured using two

questions from the iMTA productivity cost questionnaire: ‘Do you

currently work for pay?’ and ‘Do you currently do unpaid volunteer

work?’.26 Maintaining (voluntary) work was defined as doing (volun-

tary) work at the time of completing the questionnaire. We treated

hobbies, sports, (voluntary) work and transportation as dichotomous

mediator variables.

2.3 Confounders

We adjusted the models for age, sex, education, and comorbidity. All

confounders were measured at the time of last available AD stage

diagnosis. Education was measured using the Dutch Verhage Scale.27

Comorbidity was defined using the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI),

whichwas calculatedbasedonmedical history andmedicationuse (CCI

score ranges from 0 [no comorbidity] to 37 [high comorbidity]).28

2.4 Statistical analysis

Descriptive analyses were performed using STATA SE version 14.0.

To evaluate differences between AD stages we used ANOVAs for

normally distributed continuous variables, Kruskal-Wallis tests for

non-normally distributed continuous variables, and chi-square tests

for categorical variables.

Regression and mediation analyses were performed using Rstu-

dio version 4.0.3. We used multiple linear and logistic regression to

estimate the associations between (1) AD stages and life satisfac-

tion; (2) AD stages and the mediators (i.e., transportation, sports,

hobbies and [voluntary] work); (3) AD stages, transportation, and

meaningful activities (i.e., sports, hobbies and [voluntary] work); and

(4) AD stages, mediators, and life satisfaction. We varied the refer-

ence group of AD stages to compare life satisfaction, transportation,

sports, hobbies, and (voluntary) work across the three AD stages

(i.e., dementia vs. SCD, dementia vs. MCI, and MCI vs. SCD). All

analyses were adjusted for age, sex, education, and comorbidity

(CCI).

We used causal mediation analysis based on the potential outcomes

framework to investigate to what extent transportation, sports, hob-

bies, and work explained differences in life satisfaction across AD

stages.We used the imputation-based approach in the "medflex" pack-

age in Rstudio version 4.0.3 to estimate natural direct and indirect

effects.29,30 All mediation analyses were based on linear regression

models for the continuous life satisfaction variable. We tested for

determinant-mediator interaction, a situation in which the mediator

is an effect modifier of the direct effect and the determinant is an

effect modifier of the indirect effects. Determinant-mediator interac-

tion was tested by adding a determinant-mediator interaction term

to the mediation models. Determinant-mediator interaction was con-

sidered present if the mediated interaction was significant (p < 0.05).

We found that none of the mediated interactions were significant,

so the reported results are based on models without determinant-

mediator interactions. All direct and indirect effect estimates are
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F IGURE 1 (A) Directed acyclic graph of the hypothesizedmediationmodel. (B) The bold arrows highlight the indirect effect through
transportation only from the single mediator model. (C) The bold arrows highlight the total indirect effect through transportation and sports from
amultiple mediator model. Eachmultiple mediator model contained twomediators. For the total indirect effects for transportation and hobbies,
we included path a3 instead of a2, and for the total indirect effects for transportation and (voluntary) work, we included path a4 instead of a2

accompanied by 95% percentile bootstrap confidence intervals based

on 1000 bootstrap resamples.31

We hypothesized transportation to be the first mediator in the

causal chain, we used a single mediator model to estimate the indirect

effect ofADstageon life satisfaction through transportation (Figure1).

Subsequently, we estimated three multiple mediator models which

each contained twomediators: (1) transportation and sports, (2) trans-

portation and hobbies, and (3) transportation and (voluntary) work.

The multiple mediator models resulted in indirect effect estimates of

AD stages on life satisfaction through the two mediators jointly. The

differences between the indirect effect estimates from the single and

multiplemediatormodels indicate towhat extent the total effect of AD

stages on life satisfaction is additionally explained by sports, hobbies,

and (voluntary) work.

2.5 Sensitivity analyses

In a sensitivity analysis, we repeated the analyses based on the

dichotomized life satisfaction variable to assess whether the effect

estimates are generally in linewith the results based on the continuous

life satisfaction variable.We dichotomized the continuous life satisfac-

tion score into satisfiedwith life (score 21–35) and dissatisfiedwith life

(score 5–20) as described in previous literature.24

In another sensitivity analysis, we performed the analyses without

patients who have never cycled, driven a car, had a hobby, or played

sports. For this analyses, we included n= 52 patients with SCD, n= 50

patients withMCI, and n= 143with dementia.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Patient characteristics

Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1 and in Appendix B.

Compared to SCD, dementia patients had a lower educational level.

Dementia patients had a lower MMSE and more comorbidity (CCI)

compared to SCD orMCI individuals. There were no differences in age

and sex between dementia and SCD or MCI. Compared to SCD, MCI

patients had a lowerMMSE.

Dementia patientswere less satisfiedwith life compared toSCDand

MCI. The distribution of satisfaction with life for all stage are shown

in Appendix C. In addition, dementia patients use transport less often

compared to SCD or MCI. Compared to SCD, dementia patients less

often maintained (voluntary) work and less frequently played sports.

MCI individuals less oftenuse transportation and less oftenmaintained

(voluntary) work compared to SCD.

3.2 Mediators of the relationship between AD
stage and life satisfaction

Linear regression analysis showed that life satisfaction was lower in

dementia compared to SCD and MCI, while there was hardly any

difference between the latter two (Table 3). To further investigate

the associations between AD stages, life satisfaction, transportation,

sports, hobbies, and work, we estimated the pathways depicted in

Figure 1. These effect estimates are provided in Table 2. Subsequently,
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics

SCD (n= 54) MCI (n= 52) Dementia (n= 163) p-value*

Characteristics at time of AD stage diagnosis

Age, mean years (SD) 64.1 (6.9) 67.3 (6.7) 64.8 (7.0) 0.03

Female, n(%) 27 (50) 25 (48) 82 (50) 0.96

Education Verhage, mean (SD) 5.7 (1.1) 5.6 (1.0) 5.2 (1.0) <0.001

MMSE, median (IQR) 29 (28–30) 27 (24–28) 23 (20–26) <0.001

CCI, mean (SD) 2.4 (1.2) 2.9 (1.3) 3.4 (1.1) <0.001

online ADC: Life satisfaction andmediator variables

Satisfactionwith life scale, median (IQR) 28 (23–30) 28 (25–30) 23 (16–29) <0.001

Satisfied with life (score>20), n(%) 45 (83) 44 (85) 99 (61) <0.001

Using transportation: ability to drive, cycle or use

public transport, n(%)
44 (81) 28 (54) 25 (15) <0.001

Maintaining hobbies, n(%) 42 (78) 43 (83) 112 (69) 0.10

Maintaining (voluntary) work, n(%) 26 (48) 13 (25) 19 (12) <0.001

Playing sports, n(%) 23 (43) 13 (25) 35 (21) 0.009

Note: To evaluate differences between AD stages we used ANOVAs for normally distributed continuous variables, Kruskal-Wallis tests for non-normally

distributed continuous variables, and chi-square tests for categorical variables.

Abbreviations: CCI, charlson comorbidity index;MCI, mild cognitive impairment;MMSE, mini-mental state examination; SCD, subjective cognitive decline.

*See appendix B for post hoc analysis.

TABLE 2 Associations among AD stage, transportation, meaningful activities, and life satisfaction

Stage→mediator†

(a paths in Figure 1A)

Transportation→

mediator†,‡ (d paths

in Figure 1A)

Mediator→ life

satisfaction†,‡ (b paths

in Figure 1A)

Comparison stages Mediator OR (95%CI) OR (95%CI) Β (95%CI)

Dementia vs. SCD Transportation 0.03 (0.01; 0.08)* NA 2.74 (0.68; 4.82)*

Sports 0.45 (0.21; 0.97)* 2.04 (1.01; 4.14)* 2.54 (0.64; 4.44)*

Hobbies 0.64 (0.28; 1.38) 2.29 (1.09; 5.02)* 3.60 (1.82; 5.39)*

(voluntary) work 0.16 (0.07; 0.37)* 2.48 (1.17; 5.34)* 3.45 (1.34; 5.56)*

Dementia vs. MCI Transportation 0.12 (0.05; 0.27)* NA 2.74 (0.68; 4.82)*

Sports 0.84 (0.38; 1.92) 2.04 (1.01; 4.14)* 2.54 (0.64; 4.44)*

Hobbies 0.46 (0.19; 1.03) 2.29 (1.09; 5.02)* 3.60 (1.82; 5.39)*

(voluntary) work 0.39 (0.16; 0.94)* 2.48 (1.17; 5.34)* 3.45 (1.34; 5.56)*

MCI vs. SCD Transportation 0.25 (0.10; 0.62)* NA 2.74 (0.68; 4.82)*

Sports 0.54 (0.22; 1.28) 2.04 (1.01; 4.14)* 2.54 (0.64; 4.44)*

Hobbies 1.38 (0.52; 3.75) 2.29 (1.09; 5.02)* 3.60 (1.82; 5.39)*

(voluntary) work 0.42 (0.17;0.98)* 2.48 (1.17; 5.34)* 3.45 (1.34; 5.56)*

Note: Odds ratios or beta coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for the direct associations between AD stages, transportation, sports, hobbies, work and

life satisfaction. Life satisfaction was used as a continuous variable.

*Significant based on p< 0.05.
†All odds ratios and beta coefficients are adjusted for age, sex, education and comorbidities.
‡Odds ratios and beta coefficients are additionally adjusted for AD stages.

we performed mediation analyses, to investigate to what extent the

differences in life satisfaction are attributable to decreased use of

transportation and meaningful activities (indirect effect) and to what

extent factors other than transportation and meaningful activities

are responsible (direct effect). Table 3 shows the results from these

mediation analyses. The results from the unadjusted models (i.e., no

covariates) are provided in Appendix D and E. The results generally

followed the same pattern as themain results.
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TABLE 3 Total, indirect, and direct effects in terms of mean differences with 95% percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for mediation by
transportation, sports, hobbies, andwork in the association between AD stages and life satisfaction

Comparison

Effect of stage on

life satisfaction‡

(Total effect) Mediator(s)

Effect explained by

mediator (Indirect

effect‡)

Effect not explained by

mediator (Direct effect‡)

Dementia vs. SCD −3.24*† (−5.53;−0.96) Transportation −1.81 (−3.22;−0.49)*† −1.44 (−4.09; 1.04)

Transportation and sports −1.97 (−3.43;−0.64)*† −1.27 (−3.78; 1.16)

Transportation and hobbies −1.78 (−3.23;−0.48)*† −1.46 (−3.93; 1.14)

Transportation and (voluntary) work −2.52 (−4.20;−1.06)*† −0.72 (−3.46; 1.76)

Dementia vs. MCI −3.42*† (−5.67;−1.17) Transportation −1.09 (−2.00;−0.29)*† −2.33 (−4.49;−0.13)*

Transportation and sports −1.02 (−2.03;−0.14)*† −2.39 (−4.56;−0.13)*

Transportation and hobbies −1.36 (−2.32;−0.41)*† −2.06 (−4.02; 0.05)

Transportation and (voluntary) work −1.29 (−2.30;−0.32)*† −2.13 (−4.34; 0.15)

MCI vs. SCD 0.17 (−2.42; 2.78) Transportation −0.72 (−1.63;−0.13)*† 0.89 (−0.60; 3.22)

Transportation and sports −0.95 (−1.94;−0.18)*† 1.12 (−1.38; 3.48)

Transportation and hobbies −0.42 (−1.41; 0.39) 0.59 (−1.91; 2.94)

Transportation and (voluntary) work −1.23 (−2.38;−0.45)*† 1.41 (−1.25; 3.87)

Abbreviations:MCI, mild cognitive impairment; SCD, subjective cognitive decline.

*Significant based on p< 0.05.
†Significant based on Bonferroni-corrected p-value of<0.017 (98.3% percentile bootstrap confidence intervals not shown).
‡All effect estimates are adjusted for age, sex, education and comorbidities.

An indirect effect is the part of the total effect of AD stage on life satisfaction that is explained by themediator.

3.2.1 Dementia versus SCD

Dementia patients were less satisfied with life compared to SCD

patients (total effect Β [95% confidence interval {CI}] = -3.24[-5.53;

-0.96]) (Table 3). The significant indirect effect for transportation indi-

cates that a decreased use of transportation (indirect effect Β [95%

CI] = -1.81 [-3.22; -0.49]) accounted for a substantial portion of this

difference.

The indirect effect increased in magnitude after adding sports and

(voluntary)work to themediationmodel (indirect effect for transporta-

tion and sports B [95% CI] = -1.97 [-3.43; -0.64]; indirect effect for

transportation and [voluntary] work B [95% CI] = -2.52 [-4.20; -1.06]).

This indicates that there were additional differences in the ability to

maintain sports and to do (voluntary) work between patients with SCD

and dementia that were not explained by transportation, which also

affected life satisfaction.

3.2.2 Dementia versus MCI

Dementia patients were less satisfied with life compared to MCI

patients, (total effect Β [95% CI] = -3.42 [-5.67; -1.17]) (Table 3). The

significant indirect effect for transportation indicates that dementia

patients were less satisfied with life compared to MCI individuals, due

to a decreased use of transportation (indirect effect Β [95%CI]= -1.09

[-2.00; -0.29]).

The indirect effect increased inmagnitude after adding hobbies and

(voluntary)work to themediationmodel (indirect effect for transporta-

tion and hobbies B [95% CI] = -1.36 [-2.32; -0.41]; indirect effect for

transportation and [voluntary] work B [95% CI] = -1.29 [-2.30; -0.32]).

This indicates that there were additional differences in the ability to

maintain hobbies and to do (voluntary) work between patients with

MCI and dementia that were not explained by transportation, which

also affected life satisfaction.

3.2.3 MCI versus SCD

There was no difference in life satisfaction between MCI and SCD

individuals (total effect B [95% CI] = 0.17 [-2.42; 2.78]). Nonetheless,

the indirect effect for transportation indicates that a decreased use of

transportation inMCI patientsmay have led to somewhat reduced sat-

isfaction compared to SCD patients (indirect effect B [95%CI] = -0.72

[-1.63; -0.13]).

The indirect effect increased in magnitude after adding sports and

(voluntary) work to themediationmodel (indirect effect of transporta-

tion and sports together B [95% CI] = -0.95 [-1.94; -0.18]; indirect

effect for transportation and (voluntary) work B [95% CI] = -1.23

[-2.38; -0.45]). This indicates that there were differences in the abil-

ity to do sports and to do (voluntary) work between patients with

MCI and SCD that were not explained by transportation, and that

these differences in sports and (voluntary) work also affected life

satisfaction.

3.3 Sensitivity analyses

The results of two sensitivity analyses based on (1) the dichotomous

life satisfaction variable and (2) without patients who have never done

the activity generally followed the same pattern as the main results.
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Dementia patients were less often satisfied with life compared to

SCD or MCI, which could for a substantial part be explained by the

decreased use of transportation. In addition, (voluntary) work (across

all stages) andhobbies (dementia vs.MCI) also affected life satisfaction.

The results of these sensitivity analyses can be found in Appendix F

and G.

4 DISCUSSION

The main findings of our study are (1) satisfaction with life along the

AD continuum particularly drops in the dementia stage, and (2) that

this drop canbeexplainedby reducedparticipation inmeaningful activ-

ities (i.e., hobbies, sports, and [voluntary] work), which in turn was

attributable to decreased use of transportation. These results provide

important targets for both pharmacological and non-pharmacological

interventions, as our results suggest that improving access to trans-

portation could lead to improved participation inmeaningful activities,

which could positively impact life satisfaction.

Our results indicate that the ability to use transportation is key for

AD patients to participate in meaningful activities, which in turn influ-

ences life satisfaction. Our findings are in line with recommendations

of theWorldHealthOrganization toachievephysical,mental and social

wellbeing in dementia patients.11 They recommend to include demen-

tia patients in activities of the wider community and foster cultural,

social, and civic participation to enhance their autonomy.We show that

ability to use transportation plays a pivotal role in reaching this goal.

Improving access to transportation may help provide patients with

AD with more options to participate in meaningful activities, such as

hobbies and voluntary work.

Future interventions should stimulate independence of patients

to such an extent that they can continue to use transportation and

participate in activities that are meaningful to them. This holds for

non-pharmacological interventions, which could also foster access to

transportation.Accessible transportation canbe improvedby the avail-

ability of door-to-door (regional) transportation services. Furthermore,

dementia-friendly travelling with public transport or taxi can stimulate

mobility, including clear signage and education for transport employ-

ees (i.e., taxi drivers, bus drivers, staff at the train station) to help and

support individualswith dementia.32 In addition, people can be advised

to travel with a companion (i.e., family member or volunteer). Finally,

tools can be offered to stimulate leisure activities at home, includ-

ing (hybrid/online) physical activities.33 Nonetheless, these results also

have relevance for future pharmacological treatment. There is cur-

rently much debate about the clinical relevance of these types of

treatment:What is theminimum important change (MIC) that is neces-

sary and how does a difference of x points on a memory test translate

to daily living?34 In addition to the outcome cognition, there are other

outcomes relevant to patients and their caregivers that can be used

in future research of pharmacological treatments. In our previous

study, we showed that transportation is an important outcome for

patients and their caregivers.5 Our results confirm that treatment

should ultimately contribute to keeping patients mobile and able to

participate in meaningful activities, as these are a major contributor to

life satisfaction.

A previous study showed that approximately 83% of the elderly

with dementia were satisfied with their life.7 Our results show a lower

percentage of life satisfaction in the AD dementia group. A possible

explanation for this might be the method of measuring life satisfac-

tion. In the previous study, life satisfaction was measured using a

single question. Among the strengths of our study is that we used

the validatedmulti-item Satisfactionwith Life scale (SWLS).24 Further-

more, StatisticsNetherlands also investigated life satisfactionusing the

SWLS and showed an average (SD) SWLS score of 26 (6) in the Dutch

population aged 65 and older.35 This score is consistent with the SWLS

scores we found in SCD and MCI individuals, and suggests that life

satisfaction is not yetmuch impacted in the pre-dementia stages of AD.

In this study, we investigated work as a mediator of the associa-

tions between AD stages and life satisfaction. Although in general AD

patients are typically of retirement age, our study is based on a rel-

atively young population for whom work is an important factor. The

AmsterdamDementiaCohort includes relatively youngADpatients, as

thememory clinic is neurologybasedand thememory clinic has specific

expertise on dementia at younger age. A strength of this study is that

wewere able to show thatmaintainingwork is indeedan important fac-

tor that contributes to life satisfaction in this relatively young cohort of

ADpatients. Another strength of our study are thatwe included a large

sample of patients across the biomarker-confirmed AD stages of SCD,

MCI, and dementia.

A limitation of this study is the possibility of bias due to unmea-

sured confounders. We adjusted our analyses for sex, age, education,

and comorbidity, but there are likely more confounders that affect two

or more variables in our mediation models. Changes in the social envi-

ronment (e.g., the passing of family members or friends), social support

(i.e., people who have a buddy, may have more access to transporta-

tion), homeenvironment (e.g., nursing homeplacement), and functional

ability may have affected the mediators and life satisfaction.7,36,37 We

werenot able to adjust for these confounders, asweeither did not have

data on these confounders or the available data were sparse. Future

studies should investigate the impact of these factors on the indirect

effects through transportation andmeaningful activities.

Another limitation of this study is that the length of time between

AD stage diagnosis at the memory clinic and completing the onlin-

eADC questionnaires differs between the patients. This could have

resulted inmisclassification and selective dropout. However, we classi-

fied patients based on the last available diagnosis in order to minimize

these effects. Selective drop-outmayhave led to anunderestimation of

the effect estimates, because patients diagnosed in a more advanced

disease stage may have died before the onlineADC questionnaires

were administered and patients in a more advanced disease stage may

not have been able to fill out the online questionnaires. Nonetheless,

the online questionnaire allows us to include a large group of patients,

including a large group of amyloid-positive dementia patients.

Finally, the last limitation of this study is the use of cross-sectional

data, which has implications for the interpretation of the results.38,39

First, the results can only be interpreted as between-person effects.
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This means that the effect estimates are based on differences between

people, while ultimately we are interested in the effects observed

within people. Second, because transportation, meaningful activities

and life satisfaction were measured at the same time point, there is

a possibility of reverse causality. However, transportation, meaningful

activities, and life satisfaction aremeasured in such away that the time

lag between these variables is not a strict time-lag of zero.40 Specif-

ically, the questions used to measure transportation and meaningful

activities are phrased in such a way that they cover the time till fill-

ing out the questionnaire (e.g., Have you stopped doing a hobby?). The

life satisfaction questionnaire measures the patients’ life satisfaction

at the time of filling out the questionnaire. There is a possibility that

meaningful activities affect transportation instead of vice versa or that

the effects are reciprocal. However, the total indirect effects estimates

in Table 3 do not assume a specific causal direction of the association

between transportation and meaningful activities.41 If transportation

does not causally affect meaningful activities, then the total indirect

effects can still be interpreted as the portion of the total effect of stage

on life satisfaction that is explained by transportation and hobbies,

sports, or work. Nonetheless, future studies are needed that measure

transportation, meaningful activities and life satisfaction at multiple

time points, so that it is possible to estimate within-person effects

and to determine whether the discontinuation of transportation and

meaningful activities indeed precede a decrease in life satisfaction.

This study showed that along the continuumofAD, satisfactionwith

life drops in the dementia stages. The decreased use transportation

by dementia patients, which leads to reduced participation in mean-

ingful activities (i.e., hobbies, sports, and [voluntary] work) is a major

explaining factor of the observed drop in life satisfaction. Our focus on

outcomes thatmatter topatients is of great relevance, as it easily trans-

lates to daily practice. Future treatment should ultimately contribute

to patientsmaintaining their independence, to such an extent that they

can use transportation, to enable them to participate in meaningful

activities. This also holds for non-pharmacological interventions, both

at the level of the patient and their family and at the level of society

(dementia friendly society), which should aim to stimulate transporta-

tion and participation in meaningful activities, since this may have a

positive effect on life satisfaction in people with AD.
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